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QUESTION 1

Which in an ACI fabric can configure vPCs? 

A. Tenant administrator 

B. Server administer 

C. Network administrator 

D. Infrastructure administrator 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two configurations must be used when configuring the ACI fabric for OSPF? (Choose two). 

A. There must be one OSPFv2 adjacency per tenant. 

B. The ACI fabric must be configured in Area 0. 

C. The ACI fabric must be configured as a stub network. 

D. The ACI fabric must be configured as a transit network. 

E. The OSPF times for the fabric must match the private network. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which option describes the initial configuration steps that the tenant administrator must perform in the ACI fabric? 

A. Create bridge domain associate bridge domain with logical ports create endpoint groups and associate EPGs to
logical domain and to private network (routing instance). 

B. Create bridge domain associate with physical domain create endpoint groups and associate EPGs to bridge domain
and to private network (routing instance). 

C. Create logical domain associate logical domain with physical ports create endpoints groups and associate EPGs to
logical domain and to private network (routing instance). 

D. Fabric discovery and initialization create VLAN pool (static) create physical domain and map physical domain to
ports. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4



Which option describes the initial configuration steps that the infrastructure administrator must perform in the ACI
fabric? 

A. ACI cluster discovery and initialization create VLAN pool (static) create logical domain and map logical domain to
posts. 

B. ACI cluster discovery create VLAN pool (static) create bridge domain and map logical domain to ports. 

C. Fabric discovery and initialization create VLAN pool (static) create logical domain and map logical domain to ports. 

D. Fabric discovery and initialization create VLAN pool (static) create physical domain and map physical domain to
ports. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two tables are stored on the leaf switch of an ACI fabric? (Choose two.) 

A. proxy station table 

B. local station table 

C. tenant station table 

D. global station table 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

Which protocol is used by the ACI fabric to learn the location of ESX hosts? 

A. Council of Oracles Protocol 

B. Link Aggregation Control Protocol 

C. Link Layer Discovery Protocol 

D. Cisco Discovery Protocol 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which best practice for virtual machine management domains must be used in an ACI fabric? 

A. Combine the endpoint groups that are associated with the VMM domains. 

B. Combine the application network profiles that are used by both VMM domains. 



C. Separate the VMM administration space across different leaf nodes. 

D. Separate the VLAN namespace when VMM domains share a top-of-rack switch. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

In an application-centric infrastructure which four aspects of the solution must be configured to support an application?
(Choose four) 

A. The relationship between endpoints and their policies. 

B. Data center-specific configuration of the infrastructure. 

C. The endpoints of the application. 

D. The layer 2 through layer 7 network policies of the application. 

E. A virtual machine or server 

F. Establishes forwarding paths in the ACI fabric. 

Correct Answer: ABDF 

 

QUESTION 9

Which logical representation of policies between endpoint groups in application-centric infrastructure is provided by one
EPG and consumed by another? 

A. VLAN 

B. private network (Layer 3) 

C. endpoint group 

D. tenant 

E. contract 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What are the four aspects of an endpoint group contract? 

A. subject, filter, action, ports 

B. subject action, path, label 

C. subject, filter, action, label 



D. subject, filter, path, action 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two new operational models are driving the need for infrastructure change in business today? (Choose two) 

A. Big data 

B. Increased time to market 

C. Increased data center costs 

D. Cloud computing 

E. Increasing IT staff 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 12

Which application- centric infrastructure container is used for IP subnets and can be used to define a Layer 2
boundary? 

A. bridge domain 

B. tenant 

C. endpoint group 

D. VLAN 

E. Private network (layer 3) 

Correct Answer: A 
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